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ABSTRACT
Abdominal hernia repair is the most commonly performed general surgical
procedure, with synthetic surgical mesh commonly used to buttress the defect in the
abdominal wall. A majority of surgical mesh is made from Polypropylene (PP), which
has been shown to invoke a foreign body response as long as the material remains in the
body. Complications such as chronic pain require further investigation of mesh
performance in hernia repair to better understand how performance differs for various
surgical mesh materials. The broad objective of this thesis is to quantitatively
characterize surgical mesh after exposure to human physiology in an in-vivo
environment. This objective will be accomplished through three aims. The purpose of
Aim 1 is to develop a mechanical testing protocol suitable for pristine and explanted
surgical mesh. The purpose if Aim 2 is to establish a registry of explanted surgical mesh
obtained after in-vivo function to overcome the lack of available explanted mesh for
testing. The purpose of Aim 3 is to compare mechanical properties of pristine and
explanted surgical mesh by quantifying mesh stiffness and compliance.
Through collaboration with a regional medical center, a surgical mesh registry
was established and 102 explants were received. After removing formalin-fixed tissue
from the mesh, a subset of two different types of polypropylene (PP) surgical mesh,
namely Composix E/X (heavyweight PP) and Ultrapro (lightweight PP) were selected for
testing. Mechanical testing fixtures and testing protocols were developed to assess the
mechanical properties of the mesh, including a uniaxial tensile test (ASTM D5035) and a
slot test (ASTM D6828). Results of these tests show that Composix E/X was found to
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have become stiffer after in-vivo exposure, while Ultrapro had become less stiff.
Compared to pristine, unused mesh, explanted Composix E/X mesh was significantly
stiffer under a tensile load. In the slot test, work required to push the mesh through the
slot until the peak load was reached was significantly higher for Composix E/X
(heavyweight PP), but not for Ultrapro (lightweight PP). Future testing of different types
of explanted surgical mesh having various polymer materials, weights, pore sizes, and
other characteristics is possible using the testing methods developed in this thesis and
applied to explanted surgical mesh. This will provide additional metrics for comparison
of mesh characteristics and clinical performance.
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CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
This thesis aims to mechanically characterize surgical mesh that has been
removed (explanted) from human patients. To accomplish this objective, a mechanical
testing protocol was developed to obtain quantitative data from pristine and explanted
surgical mesh. A registry of explanted surgical mesh was established, and testing was
conducted to compare stiffness and compliance of pristine mesh versus a subset of
explanted mesh from the registry.
This thesis begins with an introduction to different surgical mesh materials and
their different characteristics (material, weight, pore size, etc.) in Chapter 2 and presents
relevant mechanical testing protocols for characterizing mesh material properties. In
Chapter 3, it continues with a summary of the clinical literature to document how these
characteristics contribute to desirable or undesirable function and outcomes of surgical
mesh used in hernia repair. This chapter specifically highlights clinical complications and
the host response to polypropylene (PP) mesh.
Chapter 4 discusses the recognized need for a surgical mesh explant registry,
establishes a registry of explanted surgical mesh obtained after in vivo function in
collaboration with Carolinas Medical Center (CMC), documents approval from the
Clemson University institutional review board, and develops a suitable protocol for
preparing select explanted mesh samples for mechanical testing. Results of the
mechanical testing are presented in Chapter 5, comparing the stiffness of the explanted
surgical mesh to pristine, unused mesh of the same type. Chapter 6 discusses a finite
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element modeling of a simplified mesh structure that attempts to match the anisotropic
properties of the abdominal wall by varying mesh geometry. Lastly, Chapter 7 discusses
the broad significance of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2: SURGICAL MESH AND CHARACTERIZATION
TECHNIQUES
Surgical Mesh Materials and Structural Characterization
A variety of surgical mesh types are manufactured by several large medical
device companies such as Ethicon, CR Bard, WL Gore, Covidien, and Stryker [46].
There exists a wide variety in surgical mesh characteristics between different types of
surgical mesh; therefore this chapter provides a general description of mesh materials and
properties. The ideal surgical mesh should be biocompatible, durable, strong, easy to
handle, inexpensive, resist infection, not invoke the inflammatory response, and should
adhere to the abdominal wall but not the bowels [11]. Unfortunately, the ideal mesh does
not yet exist but there are many commercially-available types of mesh material with
various advantages and disadvantages. The material, composition, and structure of
surgical mesh have been chosen and designed to highlight these advantageous
characteristics. First, synthetic mesh is absorbable, non-absorbable, or partially
absorbable. These three varieties are design attempts to ensure surgical mesh gives
enough support to the defect so that it will not recur centrally (at the site of the original
defect), but does not have unnecessarily strong or stiff material properties. Absorbability
is an attempt to improve handling characteristics for surgeons as well as creating initial
added strength and then reducing the amount of support over time as the physiological
need decreases.
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Figure 2.1: Ultrapro (left) and Composix E/X (right) surgical mesh. Ultrapro is shown intact,
while Composix E/X is shown with its ePTFE backing removed, leaving only the PP mesh
component. Arrows indicate longitudinal direction, defined by knit pattern

Surgical meshes are most commonly knitted from an extruded polymer
monofilament such as polypropylene or polyester, or made from a microporous expanded
polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) [11, 50]. Knitted mesh is often anisotropic, with the
longitudinal and transverse directions having different mechanical properties. Material
selection is influenced by factors such as biocompatibility and potential for infection.
Mesh materials are also largely limited by which polymers are already approved by the
FDA for use in implants. For example, the PP filament component in Ultrapro (Ethicon,
Inc.) is identical to the Ethicon non-absorbable PP suture, PROLENE [46]. This material
was first approved in 1969, and Premarket Approval (PMA) was granted in 1983 [30].
This regulatory process is extremely expensive, leading companies to continue using
previously approved materials with less-costly approval pathways.
The knitted and woven structures of surgical mesh are intended to be strong and
durable, but also compliant enough for easy manipulation by surgeons. This structure also
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allows for mesh to flex with the abdominal wall. In addition, laparoscopic procedures are
becoming more common, so it is increasingly important for the mesh to be able to be
rolled up and inserted through a small diameter trocar (5-10mm) [47].
Beyond material selection and knit/weave structure, weight and pore size also
play a role in mesh compliance, durability, ease of manipulation, and cellular response. In
terms of surgical mesh classification, pore size is defined as the diameter of the open area
between mesh filaments. Surgical mesh is classified as macroporous (>75 µm) or
microporous (<10 µm), with both having different advantages and complications [18,
52]. The reason for a distinctive cutoff point of 75 µm for macroporous mesh is due to
cellular sizes. This size allows macrophages, collagen, blood vessels, and fibroblasts to
infiltrate the mesh, leading to better soft tissue ingrowth [15, 52]. Microporous meshes
such as ePTFE tend to suffer from encapsulation, as lack of soft tissue ingrowth can lead
to granulomas and the formation of a scar plate surrounding the mesh, which can reduce
compliance of the mesh/tissue construct [7]. Microporous meshes also suffer from higher
infection rates than macroporous mesh [52]. Some meshes utilize the different advantages
of each by creating a double layer; one side of the mesh facing the bowels is made from
ePTFE, preventing bowel abrasion or adhesion, while the other side is comprised of a
macroporous weave that promotes advantageous ingrowth and incorporation into the
abdominal wall [52]. Larger pores generally correspond to lower weight/density, and
tend to be more compliant [50, 15]. In terms of weight, meshes can be classified as
lightweight, mid-weight, or heavyweight. This distinction factors in both the amount of
material and the molecular weight of the polymer. Heavyweight PP mesh is on the order
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of 100 g/m2 while lightweight mesh is generally less than 35 g/m2. Heavyweight meshes
generally invoke a greater inflammatory response than lightweight mesh, which can lead
to pain, discomfort, and decreased compliance of the mesh [7, 15].
In addition to synthetic mesh, biologically-derived mesh is also used in hernia
repair in certain cases. Biological mesh is an acellular scaffold of either human or
porcine-derived tissue which resorbs over time. It can be advantageous when a recurrent
surgery is necessary in the presence of infection, as this type of mesh can still be
implemented in an infected environment [11]. However, biological mesh functions as
tissue reinforcement rather than fascial replacement. It is not suitable for most types of
defects, as fascial replacement is necessary in order to provide adequate support and
prevent recurrence. Due to this, synthetic mesh dominates the market [39] and is the
focus of this thesis.

Mechanical Characterization of Surgical Mesh
In order to develop a mechanical testing protocol suitable for pristine and
explanted surgical mesh (Aim 1), it was necessary to identify mechanical characterization
techniques currently used as well as which mechanical properties these techniques are
able to measure. From these currently employed techniques, appropriate tests could then
be selected and modified for characterizing explanted mesh (Aim 3).
When evaluating the mechanical properties of a knitted mesh, it is important to
note the direction of testing. Mesh with different geometries and materials have varying
degrees of anisotropy. This means that mechanical properties are different when mesh is
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oriented in different directions, therefore identifying and tracking of the longitudinal and
transverse directions is crucial (Figure 2.1). Meshes can either be woven, knitted, or
expanded polymer constructs, with most meshes being of the knitted variety [17].
Because of the knitted structure of most meshes, which consists of a continuous filament
looped around another yarn, few meshes are truly isotropic, [17, 23, 44, 48]. Different
studies sometimes use varying terminology, referring to the longitudinal and transverse
directions as parallel and perpendicular, or orthogonal instead of transverse. The degree
of this difference drives the degree of anisotropy of the mesh [23, 44]. These directions
sometimes are not clearly specified on the mesh or packaging, so surgeons implanting the
mesh may not be orienting the mesh so that the stronger and weaker directions match up
with the corresponding directions of the abdominal wall [44]. There is no mesh that
perfectly matches the anisotropy of the abdominal wall. This mismatch in properties
could be a significant contributing factor to recurrence and pain-related complications
[44].
When conducting research that overlaps clinical and engineering terminology, it
is important to establish consistency with the language that is used to describe specific
mechanical properties, tests, and concepts. Specifically related to this study, it is
imperative to establish a mutually understood definition of stress, strain, deformation,
stiffness, compliance, tensile stiffness, and work.
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Stress
Strain
Deformation
Stiffness
Compliance
Tensile Stiffness
Work

Internal or external forces distributed in a body or along its boundary
[force per unit area].
The change in length over the original length in a defined direction.
Transformation of a body from reference position to current position.
Change in the shape and/or volume of a body.
The degree a body is able to resist deformation in response to an
applied load.
Inverse of stiffness. A more compliant material requires a smaller
magnitude applied load to cause deformation.
Stiffness calculated from an applied uniaxial tensile load.
Integral of the force over a distance of displacement. Work is
considered to be performed on an object when an applied force
causes a displacement.

Table 2.1: Definitions of relevant mechanical testing terminology [3, 13, 29]

Previous studies characterizing mechanical properties of surgical mesh have
employed various mechanical tests, but the following tests are most commonly
reported. The uniaxial tensile test (ASTM D5035) measures tensile stiffness of fabrics
as well as surgical mesh [2, 23, 33, 48]. Mesh samples (1 in. x 3 in.) are placed
between two clamps with a 25.4 mm gauge length, and a constant tensile load (25
mm/min) is applied [2, 23]. The load [N] and axial displacement [mm] are recorded
to generate load-displacement curves. A stress-strain curve is derived from this curve
(Figure 2.6), and tensile stiffness is defined as the slope of the linear region of this
curve. Examples of other mechanical tests include a suture retention test, a blade/slot
test (ASTM D6828), and a ball burst test (ASTM D6797) [2]. The suture retention
test is performed by inserting a metal wire through the mesh at a specified distance
from the edge, and applying an axial tensile load until the metal wire pulls through
the mesh (due to breaking of the mesh filaments). Suture retention strength is defined
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as the maximum load [23]. In the blade/slot test (also referred to as the slot test), the
mesh sample (1 in. x 1 in.) is laid over a rectangular slotted test fixture (dimensions
shown in Figure 2.2) while a rectangular indenter blade (dimensions shown in Figure
2.3) is loaded perpendicular to the slot and used to bend the mess, pushing it through
the slot (load rate 0.2 mm/sec). The load [N] and displacement [mm] are recorded in
order to generate load-displacement curves [20]. The peak load [N] is measured and
the total work required to push the mesh through the slot [J] is calculated as the area
under the curve from zero to the peak load (Figure 2.7). The ball burst test applies a
perpendicular load (load rate 305 mm/min) via a spherical, 1 in. diameter indenter to
the center of a sample of mesh clamped between two metal plates with a circular,
1.75” diameter opening, and measures the burst strength [2].

Development of Mechanical Testing Protocol
The uniaxial tensile test is well-established, repeatable, and measures tensile
stiffness, a fundamental mechanical property. Therefore, it was chosen for the mechanical
test protocol for pristine and explanted surgical mesh. However, this test only provides
one type of metric for comparison. Explanted surgical mesh has limited size and
geometry, so only one other test additional to the tensile test is realistic in order to obtain
statistically relevant sample sizes. While the suture retention strength test provides
clinically relevant data, the main focus of this thesis is to assess changes in surgical mesh
stiffness and compliance. The uniaxial tensile test applies a tensile load in-plane while
both the slot test and the ball burst test apply a perpendicular compressive load. Choosing
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either the slot test or the ball burst test for the mechanical test protocol would
characterize two types of stiffness: tensile stiffness and stiffness in distension.
Between the slot test and the burst test, the slot test was chosen for several
reasons. First, a study by Costello, et al. [19, 20] used this test to measure stiffness of
explanted heavyweight PP mesh. These results could be used for comparison. Second, the
ASTM standard for the ball burst test described a test set-up with a sample of mesh
clamped between two metal plates with a circular, 1.75” diameter opening [2]. This
would require a mesh sample of 2 in. x 2 in. as opposed to the 1 in. by 1 in. sample
required by the slot test. This is problematic due to the limited size and geometry of
explanted surgical mesh. In addition, the slot test is non-destructive compared to the burst
test, which is advantageous regarding imaging and future analysis on the limited
available mesh per each explant. For these reasons, the uniaxial tensile test and the slot
test were chosen for the mechanical testing protocol.
Both tests were performed with fixtures attached to a Synergie 100 MTS load
frame (MTS Systems Corporation), using a 100N load cell for the uniaxial tensile test
and a 10N load cell for the slot test. Standard MTS fixtures were used (clamps to secure
mesh sample) for the uniaxial tensile test (Figure 2.5), but additional attachments had to
be designed and machined for the slot test. These attachments include a plate with a
rectangular slot and a rectangular indenter probe. Drawings of these attachments as well
as a rendered model of the attachment design are shown in Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3, and
Figure 2.4 respectively. Attachments were machined out of aluminum, and the completed
test set-ups for the uniaxial tensile test and the slot test can be seen in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.2: Rectangular slotted test fixture, machined from aluminum. Top and side views are
shown, dimensions are given in inches

Figure 2.3: Rectangular indenter blade, machined from aluminum. Front and side views are
shown, dimensions are given in inches.
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Figure 2.4: Rendered image of aluminum attachments machined for the slot test. Attachments
are fitted to a Synergie 100 MTS load frame

Figure 2.5: Uniaxial tensile test (D5035, left), blade/slot test (D6828, right)
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In the uniaxial tensile test, tensile stiffness is a value derived from the linear
region (linear line of best fit with R2 value > 0.999) of a stress-strain curve (Figure 2.6).
This curve is created from a load-displacement curve. With mesh materials, the thickness
of the sample is considered negligible compared to the width, so stress is calculated by
dividing by the width instead of the cross-sectional area, resulting in units of [N/mm]
[17]. Therefore, to calculate stress (y-axis), the load [N] was divided by the width of the
sample (25.4 mm). Strain (x-axis) was calculated as the displacement divided by the
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Figure 2.6: Example of stress-strain curve from a uniaxial tensile test. A line of best fit is used
to find the slope of the linear region

For the slot test, the peak load [N] was measured and the total work required to
push the mesh through the slot [J] was calculated as the area under the curve from zero to
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the peak load (Figure 2.7). Zero deformation is defined as the starting position of the
indenter blade, where the bottom of the blade is aligned with the top of the slotted plate
(Figure 2.3), in contact with the mesh. To find the work in this region of the curve, a line
of best fit was found and then integrated from zero deformation to the deformation value
corresponding with the peak load, giving the area under this portion of the curve.

2.5

2.5

2

2

Load [N]

3

Load [N]

3

1.5

1.5
1

1

0.5

0.5

y = -0.7532x3 + 2.1612x2 + 0.0319x + 0.0593
R² = 0.9994

0

0
0

2

4

Deformation [mm]

6

0

8

1

2

3

Deformation [mm]

Figure 2.7: Example of load-displacement curve from a slot test. A line of best fit is found for
the region from zero to peak load [N], and then integrated to obtain the work [J].

In summary, ASTM standard mechanical tests used in the fabric industry and
surgical mesh mechanical characterization methods seen in other literature were
evaluated in order to develop a mechanical testing protocol (Aim 1). The uniaxial tensile
test and the slot test were determined to be both the most beneficial and the most practical
for characterization of pristine and explanted surgical mesh. Detailed parameters
described above (Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7) were created to established a repeatable,
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accurate test that could be used to measure tensile stiffness and work required to bend
surgical mesh through a slot of defined width and area. These tests provide quantitative
stiffness data for loads applied both in-plane and perpendicularly (distension) which can
be used to compare mechanical properties of pristine and explanted surgical mesh.

Chemical Characterization of Mesh
In addition to mechanical characterization of surgical mesh, various methods of
chemical characterization can be employed to measure certain mesh properties. These
methods are mainly outside the scope of this thesis, but some chemical characterization
was performed by a collaborating lab in order to verify certain processing protocols
applied to the explanted surgical mesh. However, like mechanical characterization, these
tests provide useful comparisons of chemical properties of pristine and explanted surgical
mesh to look at changes in chemical properties.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a test that measures both melting
temperature and fusion temperature. Changes in thermal properties would be indicative of
a change in chemical structure [19, 20]. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) is another
thermal measurement tool which can be particularly useful when looking at material
degradation. This test measures weight loss and can quantify degradation such as
oxidation [19, 20]. Another useful tool is Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), which measures the infrared spectra of a material and outputs peaks where
certain chemical bonds exist [8]. This can characterize the composition and structure of a
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material. In surgical mesh analysis, FTIR can be used to determine any change in
chemical structure in a mesh by comparing the mesh of interest to the spectra of
corresponding pristine mesh. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), while not
technically a chemical analysis tool, can be used to visually inspect mesh filaments to
document any cracks, peeling, and other forms of degradation [8, 19, 20]. This can be a
highly useful method to show physical changes in mesh filaments.
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CHAPTER 3: CLINICAL USE OF SURGICAL MESH
Hernias and Surgical Repair
Abdominal hernia repair is the most common general surgical procedure, with
150,000 - 250,000 ventral hernia repairs performed annually in the United States alone
and over 1 million performed each year worldwide [9, 16, 44]. Abdominal hernias occur
when there is a defect in the abdominal wall, which consists of the epidermal layer, a
fascial layer, adipose tissue, abdominal wall musculature (external, internal, and
transversus oblique muscles), and the parietal peritoneum [1]. A portion of the intestines
covered by the sac-like peritoneum pushes through the defect in the abdominal wall,
creating a bulging sac beneath the skin. This protruding portion of the intestines has the
potential to become strangulated, cutting off the blood supply and leading to necrosis.
The defect can also potentially expand, creating an even larger hernia. Due to these
factors, surgical intervention is strongly recommended in most cases in order to return the
intestines to the abdominal cavity and fix the defect in the abdominal wall [11, 24, 25].
Inguinal hernias, which are located in the lower abdominal region, are the most
common type of hernia [10]. They occur either at or near the internal inguinal ring, which
is the where the testicles descend. Since this type of hernia is closely related to
weaknesses created by this male-specific anatomical feature, inguinal hernias are much
more common in men [10]. Ventral hernias occur higher on the abdomen, and can be
caused by surgical incisions from a previous surgery [11]. Hernias that present at the site
of a previous incision are referred to as incisional hernias, and make up the majority of
ventral hernias [47]. Incisional hernias occur when the abdominal wall defect is a prior
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surgical incision which re-opens or never heals properly. Infection, obesity, and smoking
can greatly increase the chance of this type of hernia, which has been reported to occur in
up to 10-15% of incisions. Other types of ventral hernia include umbilical, lumbar, and
epigastric, which are all spontaneous in nature [9, 11].
There are several surgical methods that have been used to repair hernias over
time. Originally, hernias were repaired by directly suturing the defect, but due to the
nature of the abdominal wall muscles, this strategy for repair resulted in high tension on
the sutured defect. This led to high recurrence rates, with most studies reporting around
50% recurrence for an open repair without the use of any surgical mesh [9, 10]. As this
rate is severely unacceptable, alternative strategies to reduce tension on the defect site
were developed. This led to the design and implementation of surgical mesh that could
buttress the defect, creating a larger area to distribute the stress and greatly reducing the
tension at the site of the defect (“tension-free”) while simultaneously creating a barrier
between the defect and the bowels. This reduced recurrence rates to between 20-30% for
open, tension-free repair with surgical mesh [10]. Hernias that are repaired with mesh
tend not to recur at the original site, but rather the recurrence more often presents around
the edges of the mesh or the fascial edge of repair [10].
While the use of surgical mesh led to a significant improvement in clinical
outcomes and helped lower recurrence rates, complications have persisted. Initial surgical
techniques for hernia repair were non-laparoscopic, or open repair, meaning a large
incision was used to gain access to the defect. This changed with the advent of
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laparoscopic ventral hernia repair (LVHR), which generally involves three incision sites:
a 10 mm trocar for an endoscope and two 5 mm trocars to introduce the mesh to the
defect site and perform the repair. With laparoscopic hernia repair, recurrence rates
dropped from 20-30% down to 5-10% [10]. In addition to the decreased recurrence rate,
LVHR has been shown to decrease procedure time and hospital stay due to lesser
complications and smaller incisions [47]. Recurrence rates are crucially important, not
only because of the complications of another surgery, but also because each recurrence
leads to a greater probability of a subsequent recurrence. A study by Brueing, et al. found
that with each additional repair, recurrence rates increased from 12% to 24%, 35%, and
39% respectively after one to four surgeries [9]. In addition to increasing the probability
of recurrence, each subsequent recurrence occurs sooner on average than the previous [9].

Clinical Outcomes and Complications
Complications associated with hernia repair are quite common and varied, with
incidence depending on clinical factors, site, and type of hernia [10]. It is important to
understand how differences in mesh characteristics affect different complications, as well
as how these complications may affect the in-vivo environment. The purpose of Aim 3 is
to measure the change in surgical mesh mechanical properties after exposure to the invivo environment. Therefore, the effect of different complications on the physiological
environment must be understood.
Some of the most frequently encountered complications include seromas,
hematomas, mesh migration, infection, testicular complications, recurrent hernias, and
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persistent groin pain. Seromas and hematomas present when fluid or blood respectively
gather or pool in the body, and usually resolve themselves without surgical intervention
or aspiration. Mesh migration occurs when the surgical mesh material deviates from its
original surgically-placed position. Primary mesh migration occurs short-term and is due
to inadequate fixation or external forces, while secondary mesh migration occurs longterm and is a slow, gradual migration due to chronic foreign body reactions [10].
Infections can either be superficial, which can be treated with antibiotics and do not
require mesh removal. In more serious cases, deep wound mesh infections can occur and
are first treated via debridement, drainage, and antibiotics. If the infection persists after a
cycle of antibiotics, the mesh and all sutures/tacks must be removed and a second cycle
of antibiotics administered. The infection must be completely eradicated before
implantation of a new prosthetic mesh. Testicular complications occur due to interference
with blood supply or accidental damage to cord structures. [10].

Chronic Pain
With the increasing popularity and frequency of LVHR, the most common
complication following surgery has become chronic pain and discomfort, with reported
rates as high as 43.3% for inguinal or femoral hernia repair [10]. Most large, multicentered clinical studies focus primarily on recurrence rates as the measure of success,
but debilitating chronic pain can be considered a failure in the same way a recurrence can
[4]. Often times, this pain isn’t even reported by the patient. A study by Bay-Nielson, et
al. reported that only 4.5% of patients who were experiencing chronic pain had sought
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any sort of medical treatment [4]. This same study by Bay-Nielson, et al. focusing on
inguinal repair reported that 30% of patients with implanted surgical mesh (open or
laparoscopic repair) experienced chronic pain up to 1 year after the procedure, with 12%
reporting functional impairment of daily activities. In laparoscopic mesh procedures,
chronic pain was reported in 26.9% of patients with 7.7% reporting functional
impairment [4, 23]. This same group performed a follow-up study 6.5 years after the
original procedure, providing the same survey to patients who had reported chronic pain
in the original 1-year post-op study. At this 6.5 year mark, chronic pain persisted in 35%
of patients (who had reported pain at the 1 year mark) with 25% reporting functional
impairment of daily activities. Compared to the 1-year mark, 76% reported less pain,
17% reported similar pain, and 8% reported an increase in pain [5]. Another study by
Gillion, et al. reported that 5% of patients assessed that their chronic pain was more
troublesome than the hernia itself, before it was repaired [4]. The high percentage of
patients reporting chronic pain is troubling, especially considering hernia repair is one of
the most common surgeries performed worldwide [9, 16, 44]. The exact cause of this
pain hasn’t been determined, but must be either caused by the surgical mesh material
itself or the body’s physical reaction to the implanted mesh, such as the chronic foreign
body response and scarring and fibrosis during healing [15]. This is not a benign
inflammatory response, and likely contributes to chronic pain, decreased function, and
recurrence [46]. In addition, patients requiring hernia repair range widely in age and
demographic, and many are still young and healthy enough for physical activity [4, 5,
43]. Younger patients (18-40) report that their chronic pain functionally impairs daily
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activities at a higher percent than older patients (65+), likely due to this more active
lifestyle, so chronic pain can be a great detriment to quality of life. Overall, chronic pain
due to implanted surgical mesh is not well understood, and due to more reliable surgical
technique, has become a much greater problem than hernia recurrence in terms of
occurrence rate. While it may not require a recurrent surgery, there is no known cure for
this chronic pain, and can be highly detrimental to patient quality of life [5]. Further
documentation of changes in surgical mesh properties after exposure to the in-vivo
environment will shed more light on this area of research that is not currently well
understood.

Foreign Body Reaction to Polymers
In order to understand the change in polymeric surgical mesh properties after
exposure to the in-vivo environment, it is important to understand what constitutes this
environment. The introduction of a foreign material into the body will inherently change
this environment as it triggers a foreign body reaction. In general, this response consists
of a few important stages: protein absorption, cellular recruitment, foreign body giant cell
(FBGC) formation, and fibrous encapsulation [31, 51]. When a foreign material is first
implanted into the body, a layer of blood proteins covers the surface. Properties of the
surface (such as geometry of surface or hydrophobicity of polymers, i.e. PP) will
determine the concentration and configuration of these absorbed proteins, invoking
variable tissue responses. In general, this layer of proteins serves as the structural
component for subsequent foreign body reaction stages [31]. The next stage, cellular
recruitment, involves the activation of cytokines and other chemical messengers, namely
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platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), interleukin 1 (IL-1) and leukotriene (LTB4) [31].
These chemical messengers recruit inflammatory cells such as monocytes, which
differentiate into macrophages at the site of the foreign material. The presence of
activated macrophages is particularly of interest when describing the in-vivo
environment, as these types of cells secrete reactive oxygen species that would not
normally be present [19, 18, 23]. The potential effects of this altered environment will be
discussed in the next section. In the chronic foreign body response to an implanted
material, activated macrophages are triggered by cytokines such as IL-4 to combine into
FBGCs, which persist at the surface of the implant. These FBGCs continue to release
degradative reactive oxygen species, persisting this degradative environment for months,
or even years [20, 31]. The last stage of the foreign body response to an implanted
polymer biomaterial involves fibrous encapsulation of the implant in an attempt to isolate
the foreign material from surrounding tissue [31, 51]. A layer of fibroblasts and
granulation tissue form this capsule. However, in-between the implanted biomaterial and
the fibrous capsule there exists a layer of monocytes, macrophages, and FBGCs that
continue to release oxidative chemicals into the immediate biomaterial environment [15,
31].

Host Response to Mesh Materials
Polypropylene (PP) was once considered to be an inert material in the body [18,
19], but numerous studies have shown that PP in fact is not inert, and invokes a foreign
body response as long as the material remains in the body. The chronic recruitment of
phagocytic cells such as monocytes, macrophages, and neutrophils has been shown in
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histological studies, with foreign body giant cells (FBGCs) shown to be present as high
as 8 years post-surgery [20]. These FBGCs have the potential to form granulomas,
fibrosis, and scarring at the surface of the implant. Scarring and granuloma formation
directly affects incorporation into the surrounding tissue [15]. A study by Cobb,
Heniford, et al. has shown both a decreased inflammatory response as well as greater
tissue incorporation for lightweight PP mesh compared to heavyweight PP [15].
Histological evidence of this can be seen below (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.1: Heavyweight PP mesh (left) is surrounded by a thick scar with bridging
fibrosis/unorganized collagen, while lightweight PP mesh (right) shows less scar formation
and better tissue incorporation (X40 Trichome stain) White structures represent mesh
filaments [15].
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Figure 3.2: After 5 months of implantation in a pig model, Heavyweight PP mesh (left) is
surrounded by inflammatory cells and FBGCs, while lightweight PP mesh (right) has less
inflammatory cells and more fibroblasts and stromal cells (X400 Trichome stain) White
structures represent mesh filaments [15].

This study by Cobb, Heniford, et al. showed a statistically significantly greater
amount of inflammatory cells surrounding the heavyweight PP mesh, as well as much
greater scar formation in in heavyweight mesh [15]. This further confirms the increased
inflammatory response and scar formation in heavyweight PP mesh when compared to
lightweight PP mesh, causing a decrease in tissue incorporation and decreased
compliance of the abdominal wall [15]. This phenomenon has been shown to affect PP
mesh at a greater severity than both polyester and ePTFE, which have been shown to be
much more inert [14, 21]. In addition to decreased implant performance, the scarring and
fibrosis from the chronic foreign body response can cause a decrease in compliance
surrounding both the mesh and the abdominal wall at the mesh-tissue interface, leading to
paraesthesia, chronic pain, and discomfort [20, 15].
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In addition to the scarring and fibrosis, the chronically recruited inflammatory
cells secrete highly reactive superoxide anions and other radicals, as well as strongly
oxidative chemicals such as hypochlorous acid and hydrogen peroxide [19, 20]. These
chemicals are potentially detrimental to PP mesh, which is prone to oxidation. Oxidation
has been shown to degrade the PP in-vivo, which could potentially change the
mechanical properties of the mesh [19, 20]. PP mesh that has been implanted in the body
has shown evidence of strands cracking, flaking, and fissuring [14, 19, 20, 21].
Since heavyweight PP mesh invokes an increased inflammatory response, this
increase in inflammatory cells would theoretically lead to a greater amount of oxidative
chemicals in the environment compared to lightweight PP. The effect of these
superoxides has not been fully explored, but likely plays a role in the degradation of
implanted PP mesh and may impact mechanical properties of the mesh such as stiffness
or compliance. It is well demonstrated that Heavyweight PP mesh decreases abdominal
wall compliance via the formation of a rigid scar plate as well as provoking an intense,
chronic inflammatory response [23, 15]. However, there have been few studies on the
changes in stiffness of the mesh itself. Further study of explanted mesh is needed to
investigate this phenomenon and evaluate the quantitative changes in mechanical
properties of different types of mesh over long periods of implantation.
Investigation of FDA recalls shows that recalled surgical mesh used in hernia
repair is due to faulty design rather than a large incidence of recurrence of infection [38].
The largest recall was the Bard Composix Kugel mesh, which is an ePTFE/PP double
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layer similar to Composix E/X. The faulty design feature was a “memory recoil ring” that
was meant to function as a shape memory feature for easier surgical manipulation inside
the patient. However, this ring had a tendency to fracture, creating a sharp edge that
created bowel punctures and intestinal fistulae [38]. This failure shows the importance of
risk analysis in the design process. It is interesting to note that the recall did not relate to
the host response or any adverse biocompatibility issue, despite the multitude of
complications of this nature [10].
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CHAPTER 4: EXPLANTED SURGICAL MESH
Mesh Registry
The broad objective of this thesis is to evaluate changes in surgical mesh
mechanical properties after exposure to the in-vivo environment. To accomplish this, it is
crucial to establish a registry of explanted surgical mesh to overcome the lack of
available explanted mesh for testing (Aim 2). As mentioned previously, mesh properties
are altered by abdominal forces, oxidative stress from the chronic inflammatory response,
and other physiological conditions that exist during use [19]. However, quantitative
assessment of the impact of these factors on mesh properties is limited by the lack of
available explanted surgical mesh for bioengineering assessments. Consequently, few
studies have investigated alteration of material properties and chemical properties of
explanted mesh that has been exposed to the physiological environment in patients [18,
19]. The purpose of this chapter, which fulfills Aim 2, is to establish an explant registry
of surgical mesh obtained after in-vivo function to overcome the lack of available
explanted mesh for testing.
A registry of explanted mesh was established in collaboration with the Carolinas
Medical Center (CMC), located in Charlotte, NC, through a protocol approved by the
Clemson University Institutional Review Board (IRB2014-161). Included in this registry
are certain characteristics of each case, including the following patient demographics:
patient sex, patient age at time of removal, type of mesh, implantation time, and presence
of infection. Mesh is removed from patients by the surgeon collaborator (B. Todd
Heniford, MD, Chief of Division of Gastrointestinal and Minimally Invasive Surgery and
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Director of the Carolinas Hernia Center), placed in formalin in a closed container, and
provided to the research team after appropriate patient informed consent has been
documented. Upon receipt at the research lab, all cases were assigned a unique
identification number, with all patient information de-identified in order to comply with
ethical procedures and patient privacy

The surgical mesh registry currently consists of 102 surgical meshes of various types
from CMC that were deemed an adequate size and shape for mechanical testing. Also
included are two types of pristine, unused mesh Ultrapro (provided by CMC) and Composix
E/X (purchased from Medical Equipment Export) that served as controls for all subsequent
testing. In order to compare explanted surgical mesh with these control materials, the registry
was queried to identify a specific subset of Ultrapro (n=1) and Composix E/X (n=5)
explanted mesh. Details specific to these seven explanted mesh are presented in Table 4.1.
These explants were removed from formalin, documented with gross photography (Figure
5.2), and placed into fresh formalin for further processing. The establishment of this registry
fulfills Aim 2, providing explanted surgical mesh that can be mechanically characterized.
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Accession #

Mesh Type

Gender

Age
[yrs]

Time to explant
[months]

Presence of
Infection

M0009_14
M0011_14
M0019_14
M0028_14
M0033_14

Composix E/X
Composix E/X
Composix E/X
Composix E/X
Composix E/X

Male
Male
Male
Male
Female

41
46
49
54
43

48
37
12
32
Unknown

No
No
No
No
No

M0067_14

Ultrapro

Male

49

Unknown

Unknown

Table 4.1: List of meshes tested, including patient demographics such as age, gender, time to
explant, and whether infection was the reason for removal. None of the Composix E/X mesh
was removed due to infection, but this data was unavailable for Ultrapro mesh.

Chemical Processing and Removal of Soft Tissues Attached to Explanted
Surgical Mesh
Assessment of explanted surgical mesh requires removal of adhered soft tissues in
order to isolate the polymer mesh for comparison with pristine mesh. A protocol for tissue
removal was created by adapting and validating tissue digestion methods found in literature
[18, 19, 20]. Considering both the type of tissues involved and the types of chemicals
required. In a study by Coda, et al., tissue removal was accomplished by soaking in a “bleach
solution” (unidentified concentration) for 24 hours at 37°C [18]. Two studies by Costello, et
al. removed attached tissue by soaking explanted surgical mesh in sodium hypochlorite (614% active chlorine) for 2 hours at 37°C [19, 20]. Costello, et al. reported performing a study
(data not provided) that verified that their tissue removal protocol had no effect on PP mesh
mechanical properties [19, 20]. Bracco, et al. [8] showed that PP and polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) meshes treated with formalin and NaOCl (6-14% active chlorine) did not
undergo any changes in chemical or physical structure. In that study [8], modifications in
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chemical structure were not detected during FTIR analysis, and there was an absence of
cracking or physical defects in the mesh strands under SEM inspection [8].

Based on these studies [8, 18, 19, 20], an initial tissue removal protocol was tested on
explanted surgical mesh with attached tissue. The protocol involved submerging the
explanted mesh in NaOCl solution (8.25%) for 2 hours at 37°C on a shaker table, providing
gentle agitation, and rinsing the mesh thoroughly in distilled water. The explanted mesh
was dried with compressed nitrogen, and visually inspected with a light microscope at 5X
magnification. Small portions of digested tissue were still visible on the treated mesh.
Based on these findings, the tissue digestion protocol was revised as follows. Explanted
surgical meshes were submerged in NaOCl solution (8.25%) for 2 hours at 37°C on a
shaker table, sonicated for 5 min in a 5% liquid dish detergent solution to remove any
residual dissolved tissue, and rinsed thoroughly for 5 minutes in distilled water. The mesh
was dried and inspected as described above. If the explant failed this visual inspection, a
second treatment cycle was completed followed by visual inspection. Adhered tissue on
all explants was completely digested by the second treatment (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Mesh before tissue removal (left) and after tissue removal (right). In the image on
the left, the tacks were buried by tissue and subsequently cannot be removed until after
tissue removal.

Once tissue removal from the explanted surgical mesh was complete, two final
procedures were necessary to prepare the mesh for mechanical testing. These will be
referred to as removal of fixation devices and separation of knitted mesh from polymer
sheet backing. Removal of fixation devices was completed by taking out all remaining
sutures and tacks (Figure 4.1). Care was taken not to damage the mesh while removing
tacks and other fixation devices, which were easily removed once the tissue was no
longer present.
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Figure 4.2: Composix E/X with dual layer of PP mesh and ePTFE backing. PP mesh side is
shown on the left, and 10X magnification of the stitching is shown on the right.

Separation of knitted mesh from backing applies specifically to Composix E/X. The PP
mesh and ePTFE backing are stitched together with PET in a square or oval concentric
pattern (Figure 4.2). If left on the mesh, this stitching and backing would impact
mechanical testing. This removal allows for isolation of the PP portion of the mesh,
verifying that any conclusions drawn from mechanical testing results are a direct result of
changes in the PP over time in-vivo.
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Verification of Impact of Processing Chemicals on Mesh Mechanical and
Chemical Properties
Although the studies described above [8, 18, 19, 20] all reported no effect of storage
and processing chemicals on mechanical or chemical properties of PP mesh, an experiment
was designed to evaluate the mechanical properties of mesh after exposure to the formalin
and sodium hypochlorite used in storage and tissue removal. It was hypothesized that the
mechanical and chemical properties of mesh after chemical processing would be similar to
pristine, unexposed mesh.

To verify this, a uniaxial tensile test and slot test were performed on Ultrapro and
Composix E/X mesh treated with the two types of chemicals used during chemical
processing: formalin 10% (24 hours) at room temperature and NaOCl 8.25% (4 hours) at
37°C. This time duration was chosen for NaOCl in order to account for the longest possible
NaOCl treatment duration in the established tissue removal protocol. Test methods and data
analysis for the uniaxial tensile test and slot test were consistent with the protocol described
in chapter 2.

There was no statistically significant difference in tensile stiffness, peak load, or work
to peak load between the control pristine Ultrapro and Composix E/X mesh and mesh treated
with processing chemicals (two-tailed t-test assuming equal variances) (Figure 4.3, Figure
4.4). These results verified that short term exposure to the processing chemicals used in mesh
storage and tissue removal did not affect the mechanical properties of Ultrapro and Composix
E/X during uniaxial tensile testing or slot testing. Therefore, formalin storage and tissue
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removal are unlikely to add variability to comparative assessments of pristine and explanted
mesh.

16.00

Tensile Stiffness [N/mm]

14.00

12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00
Pristine Composix Treated Composix Pristine Ultrapro
E/X
E/X

Treated Ultrapro

Figure 4.3: Uniaxial tensile data indicates no significant change in stiffness for Ultrapro or
Composix E/X after treatment with processing chemicals.
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3.00

Peak Load [N]

2.50
2.00
1.50

1.00
0.50
0.00
Pristine Composix
Treated
E/X
Composix E/X

Pristine Ultrapro Treated Ultrapro

0.00250

Work to Peak Load [J]

0.00200
0.00150
0.00100
0.00050
0.00000
Pristine
Composix E/X

Treated
Pristine Ultrapro Treated Ultrapro
Composix E/X

Figure 4.4: Slot test data indicates no significant change in stiffness for Ultrapro or Composix
E/X after treatment with processing chemicals.

Analysis of the FTIR spectrum of pristine and treated mesh showed no major
alterations in chemical structure, with all expected peaks for PP present (Figure 4.5). A very
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minor peak is present at 1720 cm-1, which corresponds to a carbonyl group (oxygen double
bonded to carbon). This could possibly be explained by a miniscule residual fragment of the
PET stitching that connects the PP mesh to the ePTFE backing (Figure 4.2). If the small peak
does describe a minor chemical alteration, the mechanical testing data indicates that a change
of this small magnitude is not sufficient to alter mechanical properties.

C-H

C-H
C=O

Figure 4.5: FTIR spectra of Composix E/X treated with PBS, formalin (10%), and NaOCl (8.25%)
indicates no major alterations in PP mesh chemical structure

Overall, the results of mechanical and chemical tests correspond to previous studies
reporting that processing chemicals do not have a discernable effect on mesh properties [8,
18, 19, 20]. This verification of the tissue removal protocol provides confidence that any
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changes in mechanical properties seen in pristine vs. explanted surgical mesh (Aim 3) are due
to the effect of the in-vivo environment on surgical mesh.
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CHAPTER 5: MECHANICAL COMPARISON OF EXPLANTED
SURGICAL MESH
Introduction
Some studies have suggested that certain mesh characteristics of surgical mesh
such as weight and porosity negatively impact mesh performance and clinical outcomes
[10, 15, 20]. However, few studies have linked mesh structure, material properties, and
chemical properties of pristine unused mesh with bioengineering assessments of those
properties after exposure to the physiological environment in patients [15, 18, 19, 21, 40
53]. Studies by Cozad, et al. and Wood, et al. [15, 40] investigated chemical changes in
explanted surgical mesh. Both studies utilized FTIR, SEM and DSC to measure spectral
and thermal properties. Results similarly show significant oxidation in PP mesh via FTIR,
surface cracking via SEM (indicative of oxidation), and reduction in heat enthalpy via
DSC, which is indicative of changes in chemical structure. Little to no change in
chemical properties were reported for ePTFE and PET, compared to significant changes
in PP [21, 53]. Coda, et al. measured changes in pore size of explanted PP and PET
surgical mesh [18]. Interestingly, some samples of explanted surgical mesh increased in
pore size, while others decreased in pore size. This challenges the convention that meshes
shrink to some degree in-vivo [18]. Changes in pore size ranged from -40% to +58% for
PP explants compared to a range of -1% to +8% for PET explants, indicating that changes
in pore size, positive or negative, are much greater in PP than PET [18]. This approach
focused more on physical changes in mesh exposed to the in-vivo environment rather
than the chemical analysis performed by Cozad, et al. and Wood, et al. [21, 53].
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Only one research group has compared stiffness of pristine surgical mesh to
explanted surgical mesh after exposure to the in-vivo environment [19, 20]. In those
studies, Costello, et al. utilized a slot test to compare pristine heavyweight PP mesh to
explanted mesh of the same or similar type. Results indicate that heavyweight PP mesh
exposed to an in-vivo environment increase in stiffness [19].
The purpose of this study is to utilize the surgical mesh available through the
explant registry described in Chapter 4 and complete mechanical testing to quantify
changes in stiffness after prolonged exposure to the physiological environment. Two
mesh types representing heavyweight PP (Composix E/X) and lightweight PP (Ultrapro)
were included, with pristine mesh and explanted mesh available for comparison. It was
hypothesized that heavyweight PP would exhibit a larger increase in stiffness after
exposure to the physiological.

Materials and Methods
Pristine Mesh: Two types of pristine surgical mesh were obtained, including Composix
E/X (CR Bard / Davol Inc) and Ultrapro (Ethicon Inc). Both types of mesh are primarily
comprised of PP, with detailed properties listed in Table 5.1. Magnified images of each
mesh can be seen in Figure 2.1

.
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Mesh

Materials

Structure

Weight

Composix
E/X

PP sewn to thin
ePTFE backing

Knitted monofilament
PP

Heavyweight:
95 g/m2

Ultrapro

PP with absorbable
poliglecaprone
monofilament

Knitted macroporous
PP with interwoven
poliglecaprone

Lightweight:
28 g/m2

Table 5.1: Materials and structure of Composix E/X and Ultrapro [15, 46].

Explanted Mesh: Explanted meshes were identified in the surgical mesh registry as
described in Chapter 4. Mechanical testing included five Composix E/X meshes and one
Ultrapro mesh (Table 4.1). This subset of meshes was chosen for a few key reasons. First,
pristine Composix E/X and Ultrapro mesh was available for comparative testing,
allowing for investigation of how specific mechanical properties change over time in an
in-vivo environment. Second, these two mesh types represent heavyweight and a
lightweight PP mesh for comparison. Third, this specific subset of Composix E/X and
Ultrapro explants were selected due to their size and intact mesh structure, having limited
damage from surgical removal, making them good candidates for mechanical testing
(Table 4.1).
Tissue Removal and Preparation for Mechanical Tests: Explanted mesh was covered
in formalin-fixed tissue, requiring application of the tissue removal protocol described in
detail in Chapter 4. After tissue removal, fixation devices (tacks and sutures) were
removed from all mesh. Separation of knitted mesh from backing was performed on
Composix E/X explants, as described in Chapter 4. Figure 5.1 shows the results of
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complete removal of tissue, removal of fixation devices, and separation of knitted mesh
from backing.

A

B

C
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D

E

F

Figure 5.1: Composix E/X (A-E) and Ultrapro (F) surgical mesh before and after removal of
tissue, fixation devices, and ePTFE.

Mechanical Tests: Mechanical properties of the pristine surgical mesh and the explanted
surgical mesh were measured using two mechanical tests, namely the uniaxial tensile test
(ASTM D5035) and the slot test (ASTM D6828), following protocols described in
Chapter 2. These two tests assess the mesh stiffness using a load applied in-plane (tensile
stiffness) and using a load applied perpendicular to the mesh (distention). Mesh samples
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were cut into 25 mm x 75 mm (1 in. x 3 in.) strips for the uniaxial tensile test (with the
longitudinal direction parallel to the longer axis of the strip) and into 25 mm x 25 mm (1
in. x 1 in.) squares for the slot test. Due to varying explant mesh geometries, sizes, and
damage to the mesh during surgical removal, the number of samples used for each test
varied (Table 5.2).

Accession #
Composix E/X

Ultrapro

Uniaxial Tensile Test
Samples

Slot Test Samples

0
5
5
0
0
0

3
11
9
8
6
4

M0009_14
M0011_14
M0019_14
M0028_14
M0033_14
M0067_14

Table 5.2: Number of samples for each mechanical test

Tensile stiffness [N/mm] was calculated from the uniaxial tensile test. Peak load
[N] and work to peak load [J] were calculated using methods described in Chapter 2
(Figure 2.6, Figure 2.7) Average values for each of these three data points were
calculated for each mesh in the explanted mesh group and compared to the average value
from the pristine mesh. Average values were statistically compared using an f-test to
evaluate equal variance and then a t-test to compare the explanted mesh and pristine mesh
groups.
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Results
Uniaxial Tensile Test: In general, explanted Composix E/X mesh was stiffer than
pristine mesh, with increases in stiffness ranging from 7.2% to 11.2% (Figure 5.2, Table
5.3). Both M0011_14 and M0019_14 showed a statistically significant (t-test assuming
equal variance, α = 0.05) increase in stiffness when compared to pristine Composix E/X
(p-values shown in Table 5.3).

14.0
*

*

12.0

Tensile Stiffness [N/mm]

10.0

8.0

6.0

4.0

2.0

0.0

Pristine Composix E/X

M0011_14

M0019_14

Figure 5.2: Tensile Stiffness [N/mm] of M0011_14 and M0019_14 compared to pristine
Composix E/X. The asterisk symbol (*) indicated a significant difference from the Pristine
Mesh (t-test, p<0.05)
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Average Tensile Stiffness [N/mm]
Percent Stiffer Than Pristine
p-value
Time Implanted [months]

M0011_14
12.28±0.50
11.2%
0.003
37

M0019_14
11.84±0.43
7.2%
0.010
12

Table 5.3: Percent increase in tensile stiffness for M0011_14 and M0019_14, with
corresponding implantation time.

Slot Test: Nearly all explanted Composix E/X mesh increased in stiffness, with average
changes in peak load ranging from -9.6% to +58% (Figure 5.3) and average changes in
work to peak load ranging from +18.1% to +124.6% (Figure 5.4). Overall, the explanted
Composix E/X mesh required higher average peak loads and higher average work to push
the mesh through the slot compared to the pristine mesh. Three out of the five explants
had significantly higher peak loads than the pristine Composix E/X mesh (Table 5.4) and
four out of five explants had significantly higher work than the pristine Composix E/X
mesh (Table 5.4).
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Figure 5.3: Average peak load [N] measured in the slot test: Pristine Composix E/X is
compared to explants of the same type. The asterisk symbol (*) indicated a significant
difference from the Pristine Mesh (t-test, p<0.05)
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Figure 5.4: Average work required to push mesh through slot until peak load [N] is reached.
Pristine Composix E/X is compared to explants of the same type. The asterisk symbol (*)
indicated a significant difference from the Pristine Mesh (t-test, p<0.05)
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The explanted Ultrapro mesh decreased in stiffness (Figure 5.5), with a 59.1%
decrease in average peak load and a 66.5% decrease in average work to peak load (Table
5.4 and Table 5.5).
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M0067_14
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Figure 5.5: Average peak load [N] and work to peak load [J] in Ultrapro explant compared to
pristine Ultrapro. The asterisk symbol (*) indicated a significant difference from the Pristine
Mesh (t-test, p<0.05)

Sample

Average Peak
Load [N]

%
Increase

Time Implanted
[Months]

P-Value

2.21±0.48
2.75±0.39
24.5%
48
0.057
M0009_14
2.75±0.46
24.7%
37
0.007
M0011_14
3.49±0.51
58.4%
12
<
0.001
M0019_14
2.95±0.37
33.5%
32
0.001
M0028_14
1.99±0.29
-9.6%
Unknown
0.180
M0033_14
Pristine Ultrapro
0.51±0.050
-59.1%
Unknown
< 0.001
M0067_14
0.21±0.026
Table 5.4: Percent increase/decrease of the average peak load for pristine vs. explanted mesh
samples

Pristine Composix
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Sample

Average Work to
Peak Load [J]

%
Increase

Time Implanted
[Months]

P-Value

Pristine Composix
M0009_14
M0011_14
M0019_14
M0028_14
M0033_14
Pristine Ultrapro
M0067_14

0.0015±4.51E-04
0.0027±2.39E-04

81.0%

48

< 0.001

0.0025±3.86E-04

68.6%

37

< 0.001

0.0033±6.40E-04

124.6%

12

< 0.001

0.0027±3.91E-04

82.4%

32

< 0.001

0.0017±2.77E-04

18.1%

Unknown

0.114

0.00035±4.35E-05
-66.5%
Unknown
< 0.001
0.00012±2.40E-05
Table 5.5: Percent increase/decrease of the average work to peak load for pristine vs.
explanted mesh samples

Discussion
These preliminary results indicate that Composix E/X meshes can become stiffer
after relatively short duration of exposure to the physiological environment. Previous
studies of explanted mesh have noted a similar trend of stiffening after in vivo function
[19, 20] Costello, et al. used a slot test to assess changes in compliance of explanted
Composix E/X and Kugel Composix compared to pristine Composix E/X. That study
reported 4 to 30 times more total work required to push the explanted mesh through the
slot compared to pristine Composix E/X [20]. Although this trend of increased stiffness is
similar to the current study, the work values are much higher (on the order of 0.2 J)
compared to the 0.002 J measured in the current study (Table 5.6).
Despite the use of the same slot mechanical test, it is difficult to compare results
for several reasons. First, Costello, et al. reported total work required to push mesh
through the slot, but did not provide any definitive end point to the test. Data from the
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current study defined specific cut-off values of zero and the peak load in order to reduce
potential error related to mesh-slot interactions, which explains the smaller work values
[20].
Second, Costello, et al. tested 14 explants, but did not define which sample
corresponds to which type of Composix mesh [20]. This is an important distinction, as
Kugel Composix is comprised of a double layer of heavyweight PP, whereas Composix
E/X is only a single layer. If the double layer was tested, this would not be comparable to
the pristine Composix E/X control in their test or the Composix E/X used in the current
study. Even if the double layer was separated and only one of the layers was tested, that
type of mesh may become more stiff in-vivo than Composix E/X mesh, as the Kugel
Composix is introducing twice as much foreign PP into the body, which would invoke a
greater inflammatory response. In order for proper conclusions to be drawn, this
distinction of Composix E/X vs. Kugel Composix must be made.
These preliminary results from the current study additionally indicate a greater
magnitude of stiffness increase in explanted mesh in the slot test compared to the uniaxial
tensile test. The average maximum work to peak load increased +124.6% compared to a
max increase of +11.2% in tensile stiffness. This indicates that PP mesh stiffens to a
greater degree when bending compared to stretching. The underlying cause of such
increased stiffness and its relationship with clinical symptoms remains to be determined.
Testing of the remaining samples in the registry of explanted surgical mesh, including
both Composix E/X and other brands, will be the focus of future work.
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Explanted Ultrapro mesh decreased in stiffness, which can be explained by its
partially absorbable polymer composition (Table 5.1). In addition to the PP filaments,
Ultrapro contains a stiffer polyglecaprone filament that absorbs over time in the body
[46]. This absorbable polymer would not be present in the explanted Ultrapro, making the
explant more compliant than the pristine mesh.
In addition to changes in stiffness, there appear to be other types of physical
changes in mesh structure. M0033_14, which did not show a significant increase in
stiffness based on measurements from the slot test, exhibited an interesting change in the
mesh knit structure. The longitudinal and transverse directions of the mesh, which are
normally perfectly perpendicular to each other, had apparently curved over time either in
the body or in storage (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6: Curving of knit structure seen in M0033_14
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Because of this, it was impossible to cut the square/rectangular test specimens so that the
edges were parallel to the longitudinal and transverse directions, leading to specimens
with a “diagonal grain.” Due to anisotropic properties of mesh, this likely impacted the
slot test data, making it easier to push the mesh through the slot such that the total work
incorrectly appeared to be closer to that of the pristine mesh. If this in-plane knit-pattern
“curling” phenomena is observed in other types of mesh or future Composix E/X
samples, further investigation as to the cause would be necessary. Looking into changes
in mesh pore size compared to pristine mesh would be one way to quantify this
characteristic.
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CHAPTER 6: ENGINEERING SIGNIFICANCE - FINITE ELEMENT
MODELING OF MESH STRUCTURE
Introduction
Most hernia repair related literature focuses on recurrence rates, surgical
technique, clinical outcomes, and biological complications. There is limited research on
the actual biomechanics of the abdominal wall, although it has been reported that strength
varies between the longitudinal and transverse directions, with a much greater resilience
in the transverse direction when compared to the longitudinal direction [44]. It has been
well documented that surgical mesh exhibits mechanical properties that are highly
supraphysiologic. Cobb, et al. [16] showed that three types of PP mesh: heavyweight
(HW), medium weight (MW) and lightweight (LW) implanted in a pig model all had
significantly higher burst strengths compared to the abdominal wall. Average burst load
for the pig abdominal wall fascia was 232 N, which was half the average burst load for
LW and MW (576 N and 590 N respectively) and only one-fifth the average burst load
for HW (1200 N). Hernia recurrence almost never occurs at the center of the mesh, with
only one recorded case of this nature [16].
Different types and brands of surgical mesh exhibit different degrees of
anisotropy. One of the issues that is not well researched or documented is the design of
these meshes to match the anisotropic properties of the abdominal wall. The tissue in the
abdominal wall stretches differently in the transverse and longitudinal direction, so it
makes sense to engineer a mesh that matches these anisotropic properties. This could be
accomplished by designing the mesh geometry in a way that simulates these mechanical
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characteristics. In the following finite element method (FEM) study, the aspect ratio of
meshes with a diamond repeat unit is altered to try and mimic the anisotropic properties
of the abdominal wall.

Figure 6.1: Ultrapro, an example of surgical mesh with a knitted structure with a diamond
repeat-unit pattern. Longitudinal direction indicated with arrow.

This FEM study will attempt to match the properties of an anisotropic mechanical
model of the abdominal wall. This model had a few key parameters. The first variable
was the Equivalent Cauchy Stress (ECS) of the material. In continuum mechanics, the
Cauchy stress tensor describes the stress state at any given point inside of a continuous
material when subjected to deformation [29]. However, this model describes an entire
mesh structure rather than a continuous material, so the ECS parameter is utilized as a
substitution for the Cauchy stress. The ECS is calculated by dividing the force applied to
the mesh by the width of the mesh in mm, resulting in the units [N/mm]. The other
parameter is lambda (λ), which is the initial length of the mesh structure plus the
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deformation over the original length [27]. This parameter (Figure 6.2) can be compared
to Cauchy strain, which is defined as the change in length over the original length in a
continuous material [29]. This lambda parameter, similar to the ECS, describes the
behavior of the entire mesh structure since it is not a continuous material. The ECS and λ
parameters are used in this model to create a curve similar to a stress-strain curve, as it
pertains to the entire mesh structure rather than a continuous material.

Figure 6.2: Formula for parameter λ [27]

Model Parameters
The main governing partial differential equation (PDE) of this model is:
where σ represents stress, and Fv represents the applied force. This PDE as applied to this
model describes how tension forces relate to stresses in the model, as well as
displacements in the x and y direction. From these displacements and stresses, we were
able to calculate the ECS and λ parameters to generate a modified stress-strain curve that
could be compared to a similar curve generated for an abdominal wall model.
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Figure 6.3: Diagram of parameters a and b of the mesh repeat unit

The model repeat unit was diamond shaped in order to simulate the general shape
of the Ultrapro mesh repeat unit (Figure 6.1). Two dimensions, a and b, are
parameterized to change the aspect ratio of the diamond (Figure 6.3). By altering the
aspect ratio of the diamond repeat unit, different overall mesh geometries were simulated.
The mechanical properties of these different mesh geometries were then compared to the
known mechanical properties of the abdominal wall. The aspect ratio was altered by
sweeping the variable “b” from 0.5 mm to 3 mm with a step size of 0.2 mm. Point loads
of 20 N were applied across the bottom of the mesh (the bottom point of each diamond
on the bottom row) and roller fixations were applied across the top, allowing for
movement in the x-direction but not the y-direction (Figure 6.4). This was important to
allow for the contraction of the mesh when the tensile load was applied. Deformation in
the y-direction was recorded for each value of b (each different mesh geometry).
Ultrapro is knitted from PP filaments [Table 5.1]. Therefore, corresponding
material properties were applied to the model. These properties include a Young’s
modulus of 1.05 GPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 1.45, and a density of 900 kg/m3 [6]. The cross
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section of each mesh filament was circular with a diameter of 1 mm. This cross-section
was consistent with both Ultrapro and Composix E/X.

X

Roller fixation
Y

Point load P = 20 N
P
Figure 6.4: Free body diagram of diamond repeat unit of mesh. Full mesh model contains
10x10 repeat units, with point loads across bottom row and roller fixations across top row

At first, a truss physics module was chosen for the model, but this presented
serious challenges with the straight edge constraint. This is a required restraint for
trusses, and it is an additional constraint which forces the edge to be straight, removing
the need to use a mesh with only one element per edge. However, this did not allow the
mesh to deform correctly, forcing it into odd configurations in order to satisfy this
constraint. So, the model was changed to beam instead of truss in order to avoid the
straight edge constraint. This change from truss to beam was successful, and showed that
with an easily deformable structure (polymer rather than metal), a truss model cannot be
employed because the larger amount of deformation is greater than the COMSOL
software anticipates.
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Validation of the Model
The first necessary validation was verification that the COMSOL model was
outputting reasonable structural mechanical data. This was accomplished by reducing the
model to one diamond, the repeat unit of the mesh (Figure 6.5).
A 20N point load was applied, and the axial force was measured in each member of the
diamond structure. The results showed a stress of 7.07N in each of the members, which
can be verified by the following theoretical calculations: First, the diamond is
symmetrical, so for simplification it was split in half. Half of the point load (10 N) was
therefore applied to each half, resulting in the formula: F = 10sin(θ). In this case, θ = 45º
resulting in an axial force of 7.07 N in each member, which matched the model exactly.

Figure 6.5: Diamond shaped repeat unit of the mesh model. Axial
force is shown as 7.07 N, matching theoretical calculations

Next, it was necessary to validate that the mesh element density used was reasonable for
this model (note: the term mesh in this paragraph does not refer to surgical mesh, but
rather the finite element mesh, which is a network of triangles or quadrilaterals that
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utilize the governing PDE to solve the model. Finer mesh is more accurate but takes up
more computational time, so the right balance for each model must be validated).
Deformation in the lower left corner and max von mises stress were used as reference
data points for the mesh validation, as deformation is a key parameter for this study and
von mises stress is a simple default stress that could easily be used for this mesh
validation purpose. Because each beam was a line, no triangular or quadrilateral elements
were necessary, as there were no 2D surfaces. Therefore, the results of the mesh analysis
indicated, as anticipated, that the type of mesh has no major impact on the resulting data
(Table 6.1). There was no change in either the max von mises stress nor the deformation
of the lower left point measured with each type of mesh. Therefore, the default mesh
(normal) was used.

Mesh Type

Max Von Mises [x10^8 N/m2]

Displacement [mm]

Extremely Course
Extra Coarse
Coarser
Coarse
Normal
Fine
Finer
Extra Fine
Extremely Fine

1.128
1.128
1.128
1.128
1.128
1.128
1.128
1.128
1.128

3.2319
3.2319
3.2319
3.2319
3.2319
3.2319
3.2319
3.2319
3.2319

Table 6.1: Diamond shaped repeat unit of the mesh model
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Methods

Figure 6.6: Visual representation of deformation of the mesh after sweeping the geometric
parameter b between 0.5 mm and 3 mm

As described previously, the full model contained 10 x 10 repeat units. Point
loads of 20 N were applied across the bottom of the mesh (the bottom point of each
diamond on the bottom row) and roller fixations were applied across the top. The aspect
ratio of the diamond repeat unit was altered with a parametric sweep of parameter b from
0.5 to 3 mm (Figure 6.3). Deformation values were recorded after applying the 20N load
to each of the mesh geometries. These deformation results are plotted below in Figure
6.7, showing the deformation in the y direction for each parametric value.
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Results

Figure 6.7: Deformation in the y direction (y-axis) for each parametric value of b (x-axis), 0.5
mm to 3 mm
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The values obtained from this graph were then used to find λ, which is the initial
length plus the deformation over the original length:

These values were

then plotted vs. the value of b (Figure 6.8). This graph was used to compare to the
abdominal wall model (Figure 6.9) to see which b-value, if any, matched the abdominal
wall λ value in the corresponding (longitudinal) direction.

Value of "b" Parameter vs λ
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2.5
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b value [mm]

Figure 6.8: Plot of parameterized b value vs λ

Discussion
After obtaining these results, they were compared to the data from the abdominal
wall model, which can be seen in Figure 6.9 below. On this graph, ECS vs. λ is plotted
for longitudinal and transverse directions of three types of hernia mesh, as well as the
abdominal wall model. The solid black line relates to the above data, which is λ based on
deformation via stress in the longitudinal (y-axis) direction. In this model, a constant ECS
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of 0.5 [N/mm] was applied by analyzing a 40 mm wide mesh with a 20 N load.
Therefore, the λ value sought after was ~1.25 in order to match the intercept at 0.5 N/mm

Figure 6.9: ECS vs. λ for abdominal wall tissue, Surgipro, Optilene, and Infinit in both
longitudinal and transverse directions [27]

with the solid black line. This value was nearly achieved where b = 0.5 mm, which
corresponds to a 4:1 aspect ratio (since “a” is held constant at 2 mm). To check the
properties in the transverse direction, the mesh with a 4:1 aspect ratio was loaded in the
transverse direction, also with an ECS of 0.5 N/mm to see if it matched the λ value of the
dashed black line (which represents the transverse direction of the abdominal wall).
Unfortunately, this λ value was only 1.05, which demonstrated much less deformation
than the abdominal wall as well as the other hernia meshes. Therefore, a mesh with this
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4:1 aspect ratio repeat unit diamond matches properties of the abdominal wall in the
longitudinal direction, but is too stiff in the transverse direction.

Conclusions
Based on the data, the diamond repeat-unit mesh can mimic the abdominal wall
mechanical properties in the longitudinal direction by using an aspect ratio of 4:1.
However, this ratio does not fully mimic the mechanics of the abdominal wall due to its
anisotropy. Matching the properties in the longitudinal direction created a mesh where
the transverse direction would not deform to the same degree as abdominal wall tissue.
Therefore, other methods must be employed to increase the ability to deform in the
transverse direction, whether it is with a different geometry, a different material, or the
addition of one or more other materials incorporated into the mesh. In addition, this was a
simplified model which assumed that each diamond repeat unit was fixed to the
surrounding repeat units. In a woven or knitted mesh structure, this would not be the case.
The repeat units would have to be interlocking strands woven or knitted into a complex
structure, with specific contact forces defined at each PP strand interface. While these
contact forces could be defined in a COMSOL model, it would be impossible to create
such complex geometry with COMSOL’s limited modeling capabilities. Another option
would be to import a model from more sophisticated modeling software or to scan an
existing mesh model, but these options would create significant challenges when
attempting to parameterize the repeat unit or alter the geometry in COMSOL in order to
test different configurations. Designing surgical mesh that more closely mimics
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properties such as bursting strength and anisotropy of the abdominal wall is an important
step towards creating more effective mesh with better clinical outcomes.
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CHAPTER 7: BROAD SIGNIFICANCE
The broad objective of this thesis was to investigate and quantitatively characterize
changes in mesh materials after exposure to human physiological conditions in an in-vivo
environment. This objective was accomplished through three specific aims. First, a
mechanical testing protocol was developed to obtain quantitative data from pristine and
explanted surgical mesh. Second, a registry of explanted surgical mesh was established to
overcome the lack of available explanted surgical mesh for testing, and suitable handling
protocols were developed. Third, testing was conducted to compare stiffness and
compliance of pristine mesh vs. a subset of explanted surgical mesh from the registry.
Chapter 2 investigated previous surgical mesh mechanical studies as well as
ASTM standards for the fabric industry. Information from these sources helped with the
selection, adaptation, and development of detailed protocols for two mechanical tests
(uniaxial tensile test and slot test). Based on the relevance of the test and the applicability
to explanted surgical mesh samples, these two tests were deemed to be the most
appropriate, fulfilling Aim 1. Chapter 4 established a registry of 102 explanted surgical
meshes with the help and collaboration of Carolinas Medical Center (CMC),
accomplishing Aim 2. Processing protocols were developed, which included complete
tissue removal and preparation for mechanical testing. The two mechanical tests
developed in Aim 1 were performed on pristine and explanted surgical mesh of the same
type in Chapter 5. Results from mechanical testing showed a significant increase in mesh
stiffness for explanted heavyweight PP mesh (Composix E/X) and a significant decrease
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in mesh stiffness for explanted lightweight PP mesh with absorbable polyglecaprone
filament (Ultrapro) compared to pristine meshes. This comparison accomplished Aim 3.
Retrieval studies can provide valuable data regarding the performance of medical
devices in-vivo. Characterization of explants can provide insight into how the prosthesis
of interest is performing in the in-vivo environment. These types of retrieval studies are
prevalent in many fields, but studies characterizing explanted surgical mesh are lacking.
Studies that characterize mechanical properties of explanted surgical mesh are even more
rare [20], leaving a gap in the literature regarding changes in mechanical properties of
explanted surgical mesh after exposure to the physiological environment. The
establishment of an explanted mesh registry (Aim 2), development of mechanical testing
protocols for pristine and explanted mesh (Aim 1), and comparison of an initial subset of
explanted hernia mesh (Aim 3) lays the foundation for significant contributions to this
gap in the literature.
Future testing of the variety of explanted mesh in the established registry will
provide more insight into whether increases in stiffness occur in other types of mesh
beyond heavyweight PP. The lightweight PP mesh tested in this study decreased in
stiffness, but this can most likely be attributed to the absorption of the polyglecaprone
filament. Pre-absorption of pristine mesh with absorbable filaments can be performed to
create an accurate control to compare to explanted partially absorbable mesh. This type of
future testing as well as testing on a variety of other mesh from the registry will explore
whether mesh characteristics such as lightweight, mid-weight, or varying pore sizes
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exhibit any consistent increase/decrease in stiffness. Lightweight PP mesh introduces less
foreign PP and has a larger pore size, which has been shown to decrease the chronic
inflammatory response as well as promote healthy tissue ingrowth [15]. Studies suggest
that this increase in chronic inflammation and related oxidation of the polymer could
contribute to the preliminary trend seen in this thesis that heavyweight PP mesh becomes
stiffer after a relatively short duration of in-vivo function.
Multiple studies described in Chapter 5 [18, 19, 21, 53] report alterations in PP,
ePTFE, and PET mesh properties. PP in particular seems to be susceptible to chemical
and mechanical alterations after in-vivo function [20, 21], but all three materials show
some degree of alteration or degradation after exposure to the physiologic environment
[21, 53]. Innovation and design of surgical mesh made with new materials may provide
some solutions to the multitude of complications associated with the use of surgical
mesh. However, surgical mesh materials are largely limited to the polymers that are
already approved by the FDA for use. For example, the PP filament component in
Ultrapro (Ethicon, Inc.) is identical to the Ethicon non-absorbable PP suture, Prolene
[46]. This material was first approved in 1969, and Premarket Approval (PMA) was
granted in 1983 [30]. The steep FDA approval process for materials that are not currently
approved continues to be a barrier; most companies are not willing (or financially able) to
invest the necessary time and money to overcome it. This leaves only presently approved
polymer materials such as PP, ePTFE, PET, polyester, and polyvinylidene-fluoride [31]
as viable nonabsorbable mesh options, handicapping surgical mesh innovation.
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APPENDIX
Uniaxial Tensile Test Data
Pristine Composix

Tensile Stiffness [N/mm]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11.758
11.950
11.643
11.364
11.211
10.547
10.051
11.070
10.163
10.266

11
12
Average

11.053
11.391
11.039±0.61

M0011_14

Tensile Stiffness [N/mm]

1

12.03

2

11.545

3

12.197

4

13.205

5

12.398

Average

12.275±0.50
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M0019_14

Tensile Stiffness [N/mm]

1
2
3
4
5
Average

11.569
12.208
12.005
11.121
12.286
11.838±0.44

Slot Test Data
Pristine Composix

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Average

2.33
2.38
1.95
1.61
2.54
2.95
1.53
2.00
2.05
1.58
2.93
2.62
2.206±0.48

0.001833
0.000955
0.001359
0.001260
0.001965
0.002545
0.001068
0.001400
0.001292
0.000885
0.001404
0.001683
0.00147±0.00045

M0009_14

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
Average

2.68
3.25
2.31
2.747±0.39

0.0024263
0.0029896
0.0025692
0.002662±0.00024
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M0011_14

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Average

2.49
2.26
2.56
2.92
2.80
2.63
1.81
3.30
3.05
2.88
3.56
2.751±0.46

0.0020498
0.0024938
0.0022970
0.0026021
0.0028226
0.0026725
0.0018390
0.0022254
0.0030495
0.0021581
0.0030683
0.002480±0.00039

M0019_14

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average

3.08
3.24
2.67
3.86
3.77
4.36
4.01
3.09
3.37
3.494±0.51

0.0028431
0.0028090
0.0025574
0.0038803
0.0035528
0.0039985
0.0037392
0.0022865
0.0040623
0.003303±0.00064

M0028_14

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Average

2.47
3.19
3.18
2.53
2.83
3.66
2.74
2.96
2.945±0.37

0.0023130
0.0034935
0.0028446
0.0023230
0.0022971
0.0027822
0.0024655
0.0029402
0.002682±0.00039
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M0033_14

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
4
5
6
Average

1.92
1.81
1.85
2.21
2.53
1.64
1.993±0.29

0.0015135
0.0021378
0.0013493
0.0018799
0.0019655
0.0015783
0.001737±0.00028

Pristine Ultrapro

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Average

0.5
0.53
0.55
0.58
0.53
0.45
0.45
0.48
0.55
0.46
0.43
0.58
0.5075±0.05

0.00033068
0.00037003
0.00041859
0.00032699
0.00036802
0.00030646
0.00034181
0.00032615
0.00039430
0.00030626
0.00028425
0.00042539
0.0003499±4.35E-05

Ultrapro Explant 67

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
4
Average

0.2
0.24
0.22
0.17
0.2075±0.03

0.00010084
0.00012047
0.00015508
0.00009277
0.0001173±2.40E-05
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Processing Chemical Test Data

Tensile Stiffness of Mesh [N/mm]
Mesh Type

Average

Pristine Composix E/X Formalin + NaOCl (8.25%) 4 Hour
11.758
11.950
11.643
11.364
11.211
10.547
10.051
11.070
10.163
10.266
11.053
11.391
11.039±0.61

10.333
10.026
10.326
10.31
10.841
12.345
10.82
12.685

10.961±0.94

Tensile Stiffness of Mesh [N/mm]
Mesh Type

Average

Pristine Ultrapro

Formalin + NaOCl (8.25%) 4 Hour

12.299
13.206
14.040
14.061
14.299

11.991
11.891
13.391
13.841
12.93

13.581±0.74

12.809±0.77
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Treated Composix

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
4
5

2.22
2.59
2.49
2.34
2.09

0.001766
0.001547
0.001154
0.001893
0.001148

Average

2.346±0.18

0.001502±0.0003

Treated Ultrapro

Peak Load [N]

Work to Peak Load [J]

1
2
3
4
5

0.57
0.52
0.49
0.54
0.57

0.0002760
0.0003291
0.0003282
0.0003223
0.0003501

Average

0.538±0.031

0.000321±0.00002
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